We present in this work a new dataset of coreference annotations for works of literature in English, covering 29,104 mentions in 210,532 tokens from 100 works of fiction published between 1719 and 1922. This dataset differs from previous coreference corpora in containing documents whose average length (2,105.3 words) is four times longer than other benchmark datasets (463.7 for OntoNotes), and contains examples of difficult coreference problems common in literature. This dataset allows for an evaluation of cross-domain performance for the task of coreference resolution, and analysis into the characteristics of long-distance within-document coreference.
Introduction
Modern coreference resolution systems are typically evaluated on the benchmark OntoNotes dataset (Hovy et al., 2006) originally used for the shared tasks on modeling unrestricted coreference at CoNLL 2011 (Pradhan et al., 2011) and CoNLL 2012 (Pradhan et al., 2012) . Nearly all modern systems evaluate on this data exclusively (Lee et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018; Wiseman et al., 2016; Clark and Manning, 2016; Kantor and Globerson, 2019) . However, the domains included within OntoNotes are relatively narrow-predominantly focused on news (broadcast, magazine, and newswire), conversation, the Bible, and the web-and much recent work has shown the inability of coreference resolution systems to generalize to new domains beyond those they were trained on (Moosavi and Strube, 2017; Moosavi and Strube, 2018; Subramanian and Roth, 2019; Lestari, 2018) . While coreference datasets exist for other domains such as Wikipedia (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2016) , scientific articles (Schäfer et al., 2012) and school examinations (Chen et al., 2018) , one area lacking robust data is English literature. Since a growing body of research leveraging computational methods to reason about literature is increasingly relying on coreference information-for example, in the study of literary character (Underwood et al., 2018; Kraicer and Piper, 2018 )-an annotated dataset in this domain is important for robustly assessing the quality of systems used. Additionally, as Roesiger et al. (2018) have outlined, the stylistic properties of literary texts exhibit markedly different behavior with respect to coreference, rooted in the differing narrative spheres between the world of the narrator and that of the entities in the narration; the level of alternation between generic and specific mentions; the evolution of a character over the space of a long novel; and the differing levels of knowledge that both the characters and readers have of the factuality of the events being described. Each of these phenomena has the potential to impact coreference performance if modeled with a system trained on data where it is rarely seen. We present in this work a new dataset of coreference annotations for literary texts, to help assess the performance of coreference resolution systems for this domain. We make the following contributions:
• We present a new dataset of 210,532 tokens from 100 different literary novels, annotated for coreference relations between the ACE categories of people, locations, organizations, facilities, geopolitical entities and vehicles (Walker et al., 2006) .
• We characterize the behavior of coreference phenomena within this dataset, where the average document length is 2,000 words. This long document length allows us to investigate the temporal distance over which entities exist in discourse, model the burstiness of major entities, and measure the distribution in distance to closest antecedents for different categories of entities; all of these measures can help inform future coreference resolution systems in this domain.
• We assess the performance of a neural coreference resolution system on this data while varying the domain of the training source. While a model trained on indomain literary data achieves an F-score six points higher than one trained on OntoNotes, it performs equivalently to a model trained on PreCo (Chen et al., 2018 )-a very different domain, but two orders of magnitude larger.
Related work
While OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006) has been the de facto benchmark dataset used for coreference resolution, several other resources have been created to explore coreference in other domains-including Wikipedia articles in Wiki-Coref (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2016) ; articles in the ACL Anthology (Schäfer et al., 2012) ; school examinations in PreCo (Chen et al., 2018) ; Quiz Bowl questions (Guha et al., 2015) ; and several different aspects of the biomedical domain (Cohen et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2011; D'Souza and Ng, 2012; Yang et al., 2005; Gasperin et al., 2007; Su et al., 2008) . Less work attends to coreference within specifically literary texts in English, both in terms of annotated data and models for coreference resolution. Bamman et al. (2014) (Zeldes, 2017) contains approximately 12,000 tokens of fiction in its multilayer annotations (which include coreference). Roesiger et al. (2018) describe a general framework for conceptualizing coreference in literary texts, and presents a tool for annotating coreference in long documents. Comparatively larger resources, however, exist for German literature- Krug et al. (2017) create a dataset of coreference annotations between character mentions in German novels, which helped assess a rule-based system for coreference resolution (Krug et al., 2015) . At the same time, coreference is being used as the foundation for empirical arguments in the humanities, including studies that leverage coreference information in order to identify characters and take measurements about themsuch as the amount of attention given to characters as a function of their gender (Underwood et al., 2018; Kraicer and Piper, 2018) . Several studies have used coreference and alias resolution in the service of identifying character networks as well (Elson et al., 2010; Agarwal et al., 2012; Lee and Yeung, 2012; Sudhahar and Cristianini, 2013; Jannidis et al., 2016; Piper et al., 2017) .
Data
We draw our source material for annotation from the texts in LitBank , which consists of approximately 2,000 tokens drawn from 100 different works of English-language fiction from 1719 to 1922 (all within the US public domain). These texts include a range of literary styles, and include existing annotations for ACE-style entities (people, organizations, locations, geo-political entities, facilities and vehicles), along with realis events (Sims et al., 2019) . The corpus contains 210,532 tokens in total. One motivating factor in the corpus selection process was to select a significant sample (of 2,000 words) across a wide range of different texts in order to test the performance of systems across different works and authors within the broader domain of literature.
Annotation
Our annotation style largely follows that of OntoNotes, in defining the boundaries for markable mentions that can be involved in coreference and in defining the criteria for establishing coreference between them. However, we make several important departures from their guidelines to accommodate the specific phenomena encountered in literary texts, noted here.
Markables
We make several departures from the OntoNotes definition of a markable span (one that is eligible to be involved in coreference).
Singletons
OntoNotes does not allow singleton mentions (noun phrases that are not involved in coreference) to be markable; this decision complicates coreference resolution in test documents, where a separate preprocessing step must be carried out to define the set of candidate noun phrases that are eligible for coreference (i.e., to decide if a noun phrase is a singleton or part of a coreference chain). In the context of OntoNotes, this decision is justified by the presence of a full syntactic parse for all documents; every NP non-terminal in the parse tree that is not marked as participating in a coreference chain can be inferred to be a singleton. In our work, we do treat all singleton mentions as markable, removing the need for a gold syntactic parse for each document. 17.4% of all mentions are singletons in our data, in contrast to the 56% observed by Recasens et al. (2013) in OntoNotes.
Entity types
While OntoNotes covers unrestricted coreference, we limit the markable entities to only those categories annotated in LitBank. The existing annotations in Litbank cover six entity types: people (PER), facilities (FAC), locations (LOC), geo-political entities (GPE), organizations (ORG), and vehicles (VEH). As 
Coreference
As Roesiger et al. (2018) point out, there are number of ways in which the style of literary texts influences coreference in a manner different from the domains captured in existing datasets. We outline several of those distinctions, along with the decisions we make in annotating them.
Generic vs. specific mentions
Most existing datasets for coreference make a distinction between generic and specific mentions of entities. A generic noun phrase refers to "a kind or class of individuals" (Reiter and Frank, 2010) , while a specific mention refers to a specific individual or group. OntoNotes allows generic mentions to be coreferent only with pronominals and not other generic mentions ("[Doctors] x care for [their] x patients); PreCo additionally allows generic mentions to be coreferent directly ("[Doctors] x do what is best for [doctors] x "). We follow the OntoNotes decision here, and disallow generic mentions from being coreferent with each other; importantly, this impacts the annotation of generic "you", either used impersonally:
Right and left, the streets take [you] x waterward (Melville, Moby Dick)
Or in an address to the reader:
Let me now take [you] x on to the day of the assault (Collins, The Moonstone).
One area, however, where the generic/specific distinction becomes difficult is in the use of a nominally generic phrase that may refer ambiguously to a specific individual, as in the following example:
Whereas with respect to Turkey, I had much ado to keep him from being a reproach to me. His clothes were apt to look oily and smell of eatinghouses. He wore his pantaloons very loose and baggy in summer. His coats were execrable; his hat not to be handled. But while the hat was a thing of indifference to me, inasmuch as his natural civility and deference, as a dependent Englishman, always led him to doff it the moment he entered the room, yet his coat was another matter. Concerning his coats, I reasoned with him; but with no effect. The truth was, I suppose, that [a man of so small an income] could not afford to sport such a lustrous face and a lustrous coat at one and the same time. (Melville, Bartleby, The Scrivener)
Here Melville describes the physical appearance of the character Turkey in Bartleby, The Scrivener; while the generic entity "a man of so small an income" surely is being used to describe Turkey, it refers to a more general class of entity, of which Turkey is only a member.
We can see this to be an example of class near-identity (Recasens et al., 2010), where "[Turkey]" and "[a man of so small an income]" share an is-a relation, with latter being a more general realization of the former. In these cases, while the generic mention may be interpreted as referring to a specific individual, we still treat it as subject to the guidelines for generics, and disallow coreference between the generic mention and any specific individual.
Copulae
Existing datasets like OntoNotes and PreCo differ in their annotation of copulae-structures where a given entity is linked to an attribute through a copular verb such as be, appear, feel, seem, etc, as in "[John] is [a doctor]". Datasets either rule out their eligibility for coreference at all (as in OntoNotes) or as being fully coreferent with an entire coreference chain (PreCo). While PreCo allows copular attributes to be coreferent with their subject, we follow OntoNotes in seeing the attributes in copular structures as not fundamentally referential in nature; it is the act of predication that associates two mentions, not their referentiality.
We can see this in part by examining the range of copular structures present in our literary dataset, in which we can clearly see that the strength of the association between a subject and attribute is moderated by the form of the linking verb (and any adverbials that modify it). While example 1 below is a copular structure that clearly asserts the equivalence of the comparands, 2 is not-"in many ways" suggests that the predication is not complete (there exist some ways in which he was not "a most valuable person"). Examples 3 and 4 are copular structures about assertions in the past, which may no longer hold in the present; and examples 5 and 6 are both copular but negated. The ways in which a copula can serve as an identity-linking function between two mentions is clearly on a continuum.
To capture just those that are identity-establishing, we only annotate examples like 1 above: only those that are asserted as currently holding true, not relations that might hold in the future, hypotheticals, or negation. And since it is the copular structure itself that asserts identity rather than the referentiality of the mention, we annotate copulae as a link between individual mentions (as in the OntoNotes treatment of appositions), so that example (1) would be annotated as the following:
[ Classical models of coreference often characterize the problem as deciding whether two mentions refer to the same entity in the real world, which can easily become entangled in metaphysical complexities on the nature of identity (for an overview, see Gallois (2016) . While all discourse involves such complexities, it is exacerbated in literary novels, which not only describe entities that may exist, and change, over the course of a long narrative timeline, but may also describe the historical background for those entities. Novels may describe a city as it evolves over the course of a millennium (such as London), or the development of a child into an adult over a period of decades (Great Expectations). Does the London of 1922 refer to the same entity as London in 1599? And does the seven-year-old Pip at the beginning of Great Expectations refer to the same entity as the thirty-year-old Pip at the end? Rather than determine the identity of reference of realworld entities, we draw on the formalization of Recasens et al. (2011) in their discussion of near-identity in coreference, in which they outline the specific operations of neutralization/compression and refocusing/decompression that respectively minimize or maximize the differences in feature values between two discourse entities, effectively making them more identical in the case of neutralization and less identical in the case of refocusing. Importantly, the degree of identity in coreference here is tied not to entities that exist in the real world, but rather to discourse entities constructed in a discourse, and for whom a specific pragmatic context may encourage two mentions to be seen as more or less coherent-independent of any real-world status they might have (Nunberg, 1984) . Recasens et al. (2011) Here, even though the houses have different feature values (different names and different temporal extents), compression equates them through the use of copular predication. At the same time, this entity is distanced through refocusing with respect to an temporally earlier entity that occupied the same physical location:
[ We can see another example of this compression in Orczy's The Scarlet Pimpernel:
During the greater part of the day the guillotine had been kept busy at its ghastly work: all that [France] x had boasted of in the past centuries, of ancient names, and blue blood, had paid toll to [her] x desire for liberty and for fraternity.
The Scarlet Pimpernel is set in France during the French Revolution, just after the regime change brought about by the revolution. Under a metaphysical criterion of identity, we might distinguish between France as a monarchy prior to revolution and France as a republic under the Committee of Public Safety (assuming we think of a state as being comprised not only of its territorial holdings, but the structure of its government and the customs/practices of its people). Here, however, Orczy neutralizes those shades of meaning by stressing the France that has persisted through centuries; we treat all mentions of France as coreferent under this compression.
Revelation of identity
One other phenomenon that is more characteristic of literary texts than texts from other domains is a revelation of identity, when one entity is revealed to be identical with another. This revelation can be sudden, in which entities x and y were depicted as being separate but are revealed to be the same, as in the case of whodunnit detective novels and mysteries. In Great Expectations, Pip encounters a convict as a child at the beginning of the novel, and is later supported as a young man by an unknown benefactor; these are revealed to be the same entity at the end of the novel. Here we adopt an approach similar to Roesiger et al. (2018) , which annotates identity from the reader's point of view (as distinct from characters'); here, we can see that the convict and Pip's benefactor are identical if we presume that a reader's point of view is scoped over the entirety of the text.
Revelations of identity can also arise through a gradual accumulation of information. In Conan Doyle's Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Holmes receives a letter noting the imminent arrival of a visitor:
"There will call upon you to-night, at a quarter to eight o'clock," it said, "[a gentleman who desires to consult you upon a matter of the very deepest moment] x . . . . Be in your chamber then at that hour, and do not take it amiss if [your visitor] x wear a mask."
Here the fact that the identity of the visitor described in the letter is the same as that of the author of the letter is not known to the reader; Sherlock then proceeds to deduce that the author of the letter is likely a German man and is the same individual described as the imminent visitor, concluding: The equivalence of these entities is pragmatically determined only after several mentions (and realized syntactically through a conjunction). While a reader could not know that the visitor is the same individual as the author when reading the letter above, we treat all mentions as coreferent if a reader can determine that they are identical at any point in the narrative. In other words, we annotate from the perspective of the textual reality, rather than from the reader's state of knowledge at the moment of encountering the mention to be resolved.
Annotation process
We carry out annotations in a two-step process: first using a custom command-line interface for linking mentions to entities in text 1 and then transferring the annotations to a BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012) GUI interface for checking. All annotations were performed by three annotators (all three authors) after an initial phase of guideline design and consistency checking. While each text was annotated by a single author, we double-annotated a total of 10 full texts (10% of the total collection) in order to assess the consistency of annotation across different annotators. As with prior work, we calculate inter-annotator agreement using the same coreference metrics used for assessing the performance of coreference resolution systems; while OntoNotes reports an average inter-annotator MUC score of 83.0 across its seven subdomains (Pradhan et al., 2012) and PreCo reports a score of 77.5, we find very high agreement between our trained annotators with a MUC score of 95.5. 2 We suspect this is due to a combination of two factors: the smaller pool of hightrained annotators we use for our smaller collection, and the restricted nature of the entities we are labeling (only people, facilities, locations, geopolitical entities, organizations and vehicles) instead of unrestricted coreference. This data is publicly available as a part of LitBank at https: //github.com/dbamman/litbank.
Analysis
We carry out several analyses to investigate the behavior of coreference within this dataset. Figure 1 examines the distribution in the temporal distance (in narrative time) in which a given entity is active, where distance is measured as the number of tokens between the first mention of an entity and the last mention. The vast majority of entities span relatively short time scales; 50% of them span 173 or fewer tokens (approximately half a page in a printed book). These entities include both generic mentions (a warrior), known entities grounded in the real world (New York) and specific entities mentioned only briefly that do not factor prominently in the broader discourse.
Spread
In figure 1 , each entity is counted equally as a single data point, giving equal weight to major characters and minor characters. Figure 2 in contrast examines the same phenomenon from the perspective of individual mentions, where each entity is weighted by the number of mentions associated with it. As can be seen, while most entity types span relatively short distances, most entity tokens are part of coreference chains that span the entire document (ca. 
Burstiness
To explore whether entities that span long text ranges tend to cluster together in tight bursts, we quantify the burstiness of an entity by measuring the entropy of the empirical distribution defined over mentions in narrative time: we divide the narrative time of a book into 100 equal-sized segments (each spanning roughly 200 words), and define d e,i to be the relative frequency with which entity e was mentioned in segment i (relative to the total number of mentions of e in the document). We calculate entropy as H(d e ). Figure 3 illustrates this bursty behavior visually by selecting the entities with the lowest entropy (Basil Hallward in The Picture of Dorian Gray) and highest entropy (the narrator in Gulliver's Travels) among those spanning at least 1500 tokens and mentioned at least 100 times. While Basil Hallward goes through several periods of not being mentioned followed by increased focus (bursty behavior), even the narrator of Gulliver's Travels exhibits bursty behavior despite being more uniformly mentioned, with a gap of several hundred words in which he is not mentioned between his otherwise constant focus. Even entities that have high entropy (which should be closer to a uniform distribution of mentions over time) still exhibit bursty behavior in which there is a period of time where they are not mentioned. 
Distance to nearest antecedent
Finally, we examine the distribution in distances to the closest antecedent for proper nouns, common nouns and pronouns for non-singleton mentions, as depicted in figure  4 . Proper nouns have a median distance of 5 entities to their nearest antecedent, with 90% of antecedents appearing within 42 mentions, and 95% of antecedents within 78.3 mentions. Common nouns (3572 mentions) have a median distance of 6 entities to their nearest antecedent, with 90% of antecedents appearing within 59 mentions, and 95% of antecedents within 101 mentions. Pronouns have a median distance of 2 entities to their nearest antecedent, with 90% of antecedents appearing within 5 mentions, and 95% of antecedents within 9 mentions. While coreference systems often impose strict limits to the number of maximum antecedents to consider for long documents (Lee et al., 2017) , or use coarse-to-fine inference for reducing the number of candidates , this suggests that pronouns (which again account for over half of all potentially coreferential mentions in this data) only need to consider a far shorter number of antecedents.
Empirical performance
The existence of a dataset of coreference in works of English literature allows us to test the performance of coreference resolution systems in this domain-including those trained on other benchmark datasets (OntoNotes and PreCo) and those trained on our newly created coreference annotations in LitBank.
Gold mentions
OntoNotes, PreCo and LitBank all differ in their annotations in two important ways: not only in the individual coreference decisions (where, for example, OntoNotes and LitBank do not link two generic common nouns, while PreCo does), but also in the core annotation of mentionswhile OntoNotes does not annotate singleton mentions (those entities that are not coreferent with any other), PreCo and LitBank both do. Additionally, while OntoNotes and PreCo both capture unrestricted entity coreference (annotating all entities regardless of their entity type), LitBank only annotates those that fall in the ACE entity categories PER, FAC, LOC, GPE, ORG, and VEH. In order to assess the potential for models trained on these datasets to accurately capture this kind of coreference, we first evaluate on gold mention spans in LitBank.
For each dataset, we train a neural model based on Lee et al. (2017) . While Lee et al. (2017) is an end-to-end mentionranking model that jointly performs mention identification and linking, we constrain it to fixed mention spans and use it solely for mention ranking, greedily selecting the most likely antecedent for each mention in a document (or a null antecedent that begins a new coreference chain with that mention). We also differ by representing each token in a sentence not by static Glove/Turian word embeddings and character convolution, but through its BERT token representation (Devlin et al., 2019) . While BERT uses Word-Piece tokenization (Wu et al., 2016) , we average together the individual WordPiece tokens for a given word to form its token representation, as in Sims et al. (2019) . This model is a bidirectional LSTM that generates output x i for each token at position i. A mention m spanning sentence positions [start, end] is represented as the concatenation of x start , x end , the output of a learned attention mechanism over [x start , . . . , x end ], and features expressing the width of the mention span and whether the span falls within a quotation (each feature is embedded in its own representation space). Given two mention representations g i and g j , the score of their linking is a feedforward network over the concatenation of g i , g j , the elementwise product of g i and g j , and a feature function scoped over the two mentions;
we use features expressing the distance between mentions (in mentions and sentences) and whether one mention is nested within the other. This model is trained to maximize the marginal log-likelihood of all antecedents in the correct coreference chain for each mention; during prediction, we proceed from the beginning of the document to the end, and greedily select the single highest-scoring antecedent (or the null antecedent) for each mention, and define a coreference chain as the transitive closure of all such links.
To summarize, this model is identical with Lee et al. (2017) with the following exceptions: 1.) We use BERT contextual representations instead of static word vectors and a subword character CNN (to make use of advancements in representation learning); 2.) we train and predict conditioning on mention boundaries (in order to separate the core task of mention linking from mention identification, given the differences in mention boundaries in the three datasets; 3.) We omit author and genre information from training (as these are relevant only in OntoNotes and not in PreCo or LitBank); 4.) We only consider antecedents within 20 mentions for pronouns and 300 mentions for proper noun phrases and common noun phrases (given the observations on distance distributions above). We preserve the same hyperparameter choices in Lee et al. (2017) : LSTM size of 200; the feedforward network is comprised of two 150-dimensional layers with ReLU activations; each feature is embedded in a learned 20dimensional space; and we use ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for learning, decaying the learning rate by 0.1% each 100 steps. Each training source has a training and development split; we train each model until there is no improvement for 10 epochs on its development set, saving the best-performing model on that development data. We test performance on literary data by training on three different datasets: OntoNotes, PreCo and our new annotations in Lit-Bank; we evaluate on the entirety of LitBank (using crossvalidation where needed, as described below), excluding copula and apposition links. Table 3 presents the results of this evaluation using F-scores from B 3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) , MUC (Vilain et al., 1995) and CEAF φ4 (Luo, 2005) , along with their average. A natural reason why OntoNote may underperform on this dataset is the mismatch between annotation guidelinesespecially the difference between the choice by PreCo and LitBank to annotate singleton mentions and OntoNotes not to. To assess this possibility, we can leverage the B 3 coreference metric to interrogate performance on a subset of the data. Precision (P) and recall (R) in B 3 is calculated by finding the overlap between a gold coreference chain G i and system coreference chain S i associated with each mention i over all N mentions:
We can adapt this to examine non-singleton performance by ranging only over mentions that are not singletons in the gold data; if we exclude true singleton mentions from our evaluation, the performance for all three training sources drops (since singletons are comparatively easier to identify)-with gold mention boundaries, PreCo B 3 drops from 73.8 to 69.7, OntoNotes B 3 drops from 66.9 to 63.3, and LitBank B 3 drops from 72.6 to 67.7. OntoNotes drops less than the other methods-attesting to some impact of the singleton annotation difference-but still lags behind the other two sources of data on this metric.
Predicted mentions
To test real-world performance when not given access to gold mention boundaries, we build a mention identifier trained on the mention boundaries in our annotated literary data, and assess coreference resolution performance when using these predicted mentions at test time.
Mention identification
We train a mention identification system with a layered BiLSTM-CRF of Ju et al. (2018) used in Bamman et al. (2019) ; we adapt it here by replacing the static word embeddings in the original work with BERT contextual embeddings. In a tenfold cross-validation on our annotated data to predict the mention spans, we find an F-score for mention detection to be 89.1. Adding a prediction for whether an entity is a proper noun phrase, common noun phrase or pronoun only decreases the F-score to 88.3; adding a prediction for the entity class (person, organization, location, facility, geo-political entity, or vehicle) yields a performance of 87.3. Table 4 : Mention identification performance.
Coreference resolution performance
To assess performance on predicted mentions, we carry out another ten-fold cross-validation: for one partition of the data into 80% training data, 10% development data, and 10% test data, we use a mention identification model trained on the training split to predict mention boundaries in the test split, and then train our neural coreference system on that same train split to make coreference decisions on the predicted mentions in the test split (again using the development set to assess early stopping). Table 5 presents the results of this evaluation. While performance naturally degrades as a function of the predicted mentions, we see the same overall rank between training sources as found in table 3: LitBank (68.1F) and PreCo (67.6F) are indistinguishable but both perform substantially better than OntoNotes. 
Conclusion
We present in this work a new dataset of coreference annotations for 210,532 tokens drawn from 100 different literary texts, to allow the analysis of coreference performance in a wide range of literary styles and authors, and to train coreference resolution systems on literary data in English. As more and more work in literary analysis makes use of computational methods to explore the persistence of entities in text-from characters (Piper, 2018; Underwood, 2019) to objects (Tenen, 2018 )-having reliable estimates of the quality of different coreference methods is critical for assessing their impact on downstream measurements. In addition to the core contribution of this dataset and evaluation, there are three takeaways worth highlighting: the first is the relatively high performance of PreCo in crossdomain coreference resolution. While PreCo comes from a separate domain of school examinations, it is able to match the performance of a smaller dataset of in-domain coreference annotations; while the literary annotations are able to achieve comparable performance with two orders of magnitude less data, PreCo illustrates the power of large annotated datasets to work well across a potential variety of domains. Second, we illustrate the behavior of entities across long spans of text-demonstrating that entities tend to be bimodal (either active over very short timespans or very long ones), and frequent entities tend to exhibit bursty behavior over the course of long documents. Third, we illustrate the differing antecedent behavior of different mention types, showing that pronouns in particular can be linked to an antecedent within nine mentions 95% of the time. We hope this work can spur future research on literary coreference, since the characteristics of literature-the relatively long length of documents, the centrality of relatively few major entities, the difficult metaphysical and epistemological questions of identity and the revelation of knowledgecan potentially provide a unique vantage point on the problem of coreference in general. This data is freely available under a Creative Commons ShareAlike 4.0 license at https://github.com/dbamman/litbank.
